Dr Phillip King-Wison
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Meeke, Johann [MeekeJ@willis.com]
25 March 2009 11:35
Phillipe Evrard
RE: Phillipe Evrard Post Meeting Note

Phillipe,
It was good meeting you and it was certainly a conversation that got me thinking.
I wish you well in the continuing development of your product and look forward to catching
up in the future.
Thanks as well for the back links. I will be keeping them for future reference - although
I am still in denial with respect to potential operation.

Kind Regards,
Johann
Johann Meeke

Willis Analytics, 18th Level,
The Willis Building,
51 Lime St,
London EC3M 7DQ.
Tel: 020 3124 7229.
Email: meekej@willis.com

-----Original Message----From: Phillipe Evrard [mailto:pe@ip-tap.com]
Sent: 16 March 2009 13:36
To: Meeke, Johann
Subject: Phillipe Evrard Post Meeting Note
Dear Mr. Meeke,
thank you very much for the time afforded me on Thursday afternoon. I was very stimulated
by the points you put across and have had time to reflect on them.
I have therefore decided, following a meeting the following day at Loughborough, to
recruit a graduate full-time from June 09 to continue development of the system (to
incorporate more modelling options) and concurrent with this, to establish a fully
functional operation working from new premises in Loughborough.
This will enable me to fulfill both objectives of ongoing development together with
marketing and selling the system during 2009-10 with a view to having a concrete proposal
for coverage/pricing to revert to you
at a future date.
In the meantime, my offer (unviewed on my laptop!) of Willis utilising my system and
methodology for its' own risk management purposes, without
cost, remains and may be of professional interest to those working in the e-risks field.
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Regarding back injuries, as an aside, should you decide to consult somebody, I would
strongly propose somebody leading the field such as my
own surgeon, Mr. Peter Hamlyn
http://www.brainandspine.org.uk/about_us/who_we_are/peter_hamlyn.html or
an exceptional physio such as Chris McLean
http://www.physiobase.com/physiotherapy-directory/physio.php?listing=660
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who works in conjunction with Mr. Hamlyn.
I have not attached the user guide for the system, since this seems superfluous at this
time, but should you wish to read it, please let me know in due course.
Best regards

Phillipe.
______________________________________________________________________
For information pertaining to Willis' email confidentiality and monitoring policy, usage
restrictions, or for specific company registration and regulatory status information,
please visit http://www.willis.com/email_trailer.aspx
______________________________________________________________________
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